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Mobile Solutions Celebrates Summit Success, Announces MasterTech Expo 
Giveaways 

Viewers of School of Fab Series eligible to win free passes to company’s largest training event 
 

TEMPE, ARIZ., October 21, 2021 (MEDIAWIRE) – Mobile Solutions®, provider of professional training and 
tooling to the automotive aftermarket, celebrated a new milestone during the 2021 Mobile Electronics 
Specialists of America (M.E.S.A.) Virtual Summit. Mobile Solutions conducted a live presentation of its 
products to M.E.S.A. members and garnered more than 900 live viewers during the segment.  
 
“We are very proud of our relationship with M.E.S.A.,” said Bryan Schmitt, president and lead instructor 
at Mobile Solutions. “The organization and its members have been strong supporters of our company, 
even before we joined as a supplier partner. This latest achievement shows that our products and services 
are valued by some of the top mobile electronics retailers in the country.”   
 
To finish the presentation, Mobile Solutions provide M.E.S.A. with two attendee passes to its upcoming 
MasterTech Expo show and training event, scheduled March 6-9 at the Mesa Convention Center in Mesa, 
Ariz. The giveaway was the first of three planned giveaways scheduled through the end of the year. The 
remaining two will take place during the company’s School of Fab shows on Facebook, held the first 
Thursday of each month.  
  
MasterTech Expo will be Mobile Solutions’ first large-scale training session, featuring a manufacturer 
exhibit floor and concurrent trainings scheduled throughout the three-day event. Recently announced 
additions include the MasterTech Build-Off sponsored by Rockford Fosgate® and an exclusive live drawing 
session with Dave Kindig, renowned vehicle transformation designer and star of Motortrend TV’s Bitchin’ 
Rides.  
 
Free passes entitle the holder to tuition-free admission, exhibit floor and special event access, 
complimentary scheduled meals as well as participation in two selected education tracks. Transportation 
and hotel accommodations are not included. Industry professionals may qualify for the giveaway by 
watching School of Fab live on Facebook, on November 4 or December 2, 2021.   
 
For more information, or to register for MasterTech Expo, please visit mastertechexpo.com. 
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Mobile Solutions USA is an innovation-driven company creating tools and delivering training that enable 
custom automotive electronics, audio and interior installations progress with a level of efficiency not often 
achieved in the aftermarket automotive business. With the patented Smart Templates™ brand of design 
tools and many other innovations, Mobile Solutions USA serves the aftermarket automotive technician, 
fabricator and retail store community through direct sales and distributors around the globe. For more 
information visit mobilesolutions-usa.com. 
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